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Upcoming optical surveys (not exhaustive!) 

l  Large surveys evolving from 3D (position+specz) to “2.5D”: 
l  RA, dec + distance proxy (often photo-z, sometimes just flux) 

l  Pan-STARRS (1.8m prototype, Haleakala) [2010-2013+] 
l  First (PS1) of 4 units operational, PS2 first-light: 2013, science 2014?  
l  7sq deg FOV, grizy, 1.4Gpx OTA camera 
l  2 survey modes: Medium-deep (g~25, 100sq deg), 3π str (g~23) 

l  Dark Energy Survey (DES; 4m Blanco, CTIO) [2012-2017] 
l  500Mpx camera, griz, 2.2sq deg FOV 
l  5000sq deg (500x PS1 MD), to slightly deeper (g~25.2) 

l  Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (6.7m eff., Pachon) [~2020-] 

l  3.2Gpx camera, ugrizy, 9.6sq deg FOV 
l  1X15s exposure: g~25, stacked exposure: g~27 
l  20000sq deg planned coverage 



Cluster-finding in these (among 
other) surveys 

ORCA: The Overdense Red-
sequence Cluster Algorithm 

Murphy, Geach & Bower 2012 

l  Exploits ubiquitous red sequence found in galaxy clusters 
l  Cluster galaxies are (mostly) “red and dead” 

l  Galaxies form a sequence in colour-magnitude space (e.g. Bower et a. 1992) 

l  Sequence a consequence mass-age/metallicity relation 

l  ORCA does not rely on model predictions to identify clusters 
l  Provides powerful check on more model-dependent algorithms 

l  Identifies a wider range of systems, including atypical overdensities 



ORCA: Two detection assumptions 
2. Projected galaxy overdensity 
 

⁃  Voronoi mesh: unbiased density 
field estimator 

 
 
 
 

 

1. Cluster red sequence 
 

⁃  Photometric selection filters: 
exhaustive search in CM space 

 
 
 
 
 
⁃  Redder selection 

filters track 4000Å 
break to higher 
redshifts 

 

⁃  Identify high-density 
cells, connect them 

with Friends-of-
Friends 

 
Murphy et al. 2012 



Detection method 
1. Photometric Filtering: 
Look for overdensities in colour-

magnitude space to detect the 
red sequence 
l  Define photometric filters with a 

slope, intercept and width in CM-
space 

l  The filters broadly trace cluster 
redshift by tracking the 4000Å break 
in passive galaxy population 

 



Detection method 

2. Estimate 2D density field: 
Look for projected-density 

concentrations using Voronoi 
Tesselations 
l  Create a Voronoi grid from 

photometrically selected galaxies - 
all points within cell are closest to 
the galaxy 

l  Small cells (high surface density) 
should be cluster sites 

l  Remove a fraction of the largest 
cells, “grow” a cluster by 
connecting contiguous cells 





} --filter 

















Application to big datasets 

 
 

Great. Abell could have told you that was there! 
What about these big surveys? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(PS: that was Abell 2638....) 



VST ATLAS: 
a “southern SDSS” 

u, g, r, i, z filters covering 4500 square degrees 
Split into North and South Galactic Caps 
VST/OmegaCam throughput >> SDSS in u,z 
1.0”-1.4” seeing (compared to SDSS 1.4” median) 

done 

Due this 
semester 



The Chilean connection 

•  Chilean extension (PI: Infante) to double exposure time in 
u-band across 4500 sq degrees 

•  5σ AB u=21.1 => 21.5 
•  Might not seem much: u-band is extremely “expensive”, 

but also highly valuable. Eg: 
•  Doubles the detection yield of colour-colour selected QSOs 

(=> ~100/sq deg) 
•  Coupled with better seeing than SDSS, added depth 

increases the detection (and confidence) of strongly-lensed 
background galaxies 

•  Plans to extend the survey area by ~15% with significant 
investment in Chilean VST (dark) time in P96/97 
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Stars! (any idea what to 
do with them?) 



Interested? Get in touch! 

•  Plan to mirror data and derived products here specifically 
for Chilean-institute astronomers. Time-limited proprietary 
period agreed to drive Chilean involvement 

•  Good potential for observational and simulation follow-ups 
based on initial data-release 

•  Additional data products will be community-led. Capacity 
and resources to host additional/complementary data will 
be available 

•  Plenty of scope for working within current ATLAS science 
projects, as well as starting new projects 

•  Preliminary wiki page set up:  
•  atlas.astro.puc.cl 
•  Contact David Murphy (dmurphy@astro.puc.cl) for more 

information, a wiki account, etc etc 
 



l Wide-area, shallow survey [g~23] 
Covers the full DR10 dataset (~1.1π str) + South 

l  Ballpark cluster data for the northern sky: 
l   ~47,000 clusters  
l  ~13,500 with ≥ 10 members, 
l  Median <z>=0.21 

l  Due for public release soon 

l Readiness exercise for Pan-STARRS 3π survey 
l  Run time: 20s/sq degree       => 3π estimate: ~160hrs 
l  Yield 4 clusters / sq degree   => 3π estimate: ~1.2x105 

ORCA & SDSS DR10 

Image: SDSS team 



Snapshot of the ORCA SDSS DR10 
Northern sky 



SDSS Stripe 82 ORCA cluster 
catalogue 

Uses deep SDSS photometry 
in equatorial stripe 
 
Covers 270 sq degrees 
 
Finds 4098 clusters 
 
Catalogue extends to z~0.6 
 
Cluster redshifts and 
richnesses estimates (the 
latter a proxy for mass) 
 
A number of spin-offs and 
collaborations, including 
SDSS3:BOSS spectroscopy 
for ORCA BCGs, deep i-band 
CFHT follow-ups, XCS for 
mass calibration 

Geach, Murphy & Bower 2011 



Stripe 82 Cluster redshifts 
l  Cluster redshift estimates from 

member redshift data – DR7, 
2dFGRS, WiggleZ, 2SLAQ... 

l  MaxBCG (grey) uses shallower 
data, so cannot reach the same 
redshifts (ie, a very unfair 
comparison!) 

l  BCG (Stripe82) photo-z accuracy: 
dz(1σ)=1.6%  

l  cf Cai (2009): ~5% for MDS Photo-z estimates 
of cluster 
redshift viable 
and reliable in 
SDSS 

 

 

 
 

~1100 BCGs from ORCA Stripe 82 catalogue 
(GMB2010) w/ specz: photoz accuracy of 1.6% 



Yes, but how well is it doing? 



see e.g. Merson et al 2013 for details 



Use realistic 
mock surveys to 
estimate 
detection 
performance 

Shown here: 7sq deg 
lightcone with grizy 
photometry to z~2.5, 
Model: Bower+ 2006 







Colours: 
 
Blue: g-r detection  
Red: r-i detection 
Yellow: BCGs 



ORCA completeness 

>75% completeness down to halo masses of 1013.4h-1M⊙ 



ORCA cluster purity 

>70% purity at median redshift for all halo masses 



ORCA cluster M* recovery 

recovers >75% of total stellar mass in clusters down to 1013.8h-1M⊙ 



Yes, but.... 



Understanding the universe through 
models: a cautionary tale 

Geach, Murphy & Bower (2011) 

Stripe 82 
ORCA cluster 

catalogue 

z=0.28, log10M200~14.77 

{ 

Select a cluster from 
the catalogue: 
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Murphy et al.  
2014 (submitted) 



Understanding the universe through 
models: a cautionary tale 

Estimates of g-r 
red sequence 
slope (filters 
bracket 4000Å 
break) 
 
Top: “error ellipse” 
estimate – 
(singular value 
decomposition, all 
data) 
 
 
 
Bottom: bootstrap 
resampling of data 
selected between 
approx. 18<r<21 

Murphy et al. 2014 (submitted) 



Understanding the universe through 
models: a cautionary tale 

Murphy et al. 2014 (submitted) 

Estimates of g-r 
red sequence 
slope 
Top: Tests for 
effects of merger 
tree resolution, 
cosmology 
 
 
Bottom: Models 
share same DM 
halos 
 
No models within 
1-σ of data! 
 
Models can tell you 
where clusters are 
pretty well, but not 
what the galaxy 
population is within 
them. 
 
 

1-σ 

3-σ 



Understanding the universe through 
models: cautionary tale 

l  Semi analytic models do not accurately describe 
the passive galaxy population at z=0.3 
l  What is missing? Better RPS treatment? Mergers? 

Poor sub-grid implementations? 
l  Can we trust z=1, z=6, z=10 SAM galaxies if we can't 

trust z=0.3 galaxies? 

l  What implications does this have for “matched 
filter” approaches reliant on model data? 

l  Simulation-based cluster selection functions: 
validity if based on inaccurate representations of 
the galaxy population? 



Murphy et al. (in prep) 

Stripe 82 
ORCA cluster 

catalogue 

z=0.19, log10M200~13.5 

{ 

Exciting things you see staring at 
clusters all day.... 
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l  Deep SOAR Adaptive Module (SAM) LGS griz 
imaging (~0.5” r-band) 

l  VLT VIMOS Blue & Orange grism IFU data 
l  ALMA Cycle 2 Band-3 SB's in the queue now! 
l  Planned campaigns (would be nice!):  

l  X-ray coverage to determine ICM structure 
l  MUSE IFU/AO coverage of potential tidal dwarf galaxy 

formation site 

l  Simulations and models planned for characterising 
this system migrating onto the red sequence 

Exciting things you see staring at 
clusters all day.... 



HR_Blue/[OII] HR_Orange/[Hβ] 

The 

Cosmic 

Skidmark 

• SDSS 3” fiber spectra 
• IMACS: IFU (no signal) 
but pre-imaging for VLT 
• 14hrs VLT/VIMOS IFU 
• Deep optical griz SOAR/
SAM imaging 

• z~0.2 galaxy undergoing 
transformation 
• Imaging: 50kpc SF-tail, 
lots of detritus/dwarves in 
wake 
• IFU: two kinematically 
distinct plumes (tail extent 
confirmed) 
• SF indicators: [OII], Hβ 
[OIII] 
• Awaiting in-progress 
ALMA B3 for CO(1-0), 
CN(1-0) mapping of cold-
gas reservoirs 



Next steps / cluster searches 
l  Gearing up for cluster science in: 

l  Pan-STARRS 3pi and MDS surveys 
l  CFHTLS Wide fields 
l  VST-ATLAS – ask me for more details! 

l  Richness estimator scalings w/X-ray, SZ etc 
l  Cluster catalogues & ORCA code online 

l  Documentation & instructions in-progress 
l  Happy to assist or provide cluster catalogues on supplied data 

l  Input catalogues at minimum: 
l  position (RA, dec) 
l  two filters (ideally more) 

 



Conclusions 
l  The next decade will bring an unprecedented volume 

of photometric data. 
l  In order to de-project over-densities in surveys, 

clusters must be identified using distance proxies. 
l  Red sequence selection remains a promising option. 
l  ORCA is model-free and makes few assumptions. 
l  Our understanding/implementation of galaxy 

transformation lacks subtle details: tension with 
observations. 

l  ORCA code available, open for collaboration 


